Nonsymmetric laser-pulse propagation in capillary tubes with variable radius.
A model describing the nonsymmetrical laser-pulse propagation in capillary tubes with inner radius smoothly varying with the capillary length is proposed. Using this model, the use of capillaries with specially profiled entrance sections (particularly cone matching elements) for improving the coupling of the laser energy into a capillary and avoiding capillary ablation is analyzed. It is shown that cone entrances with a sufficiently small angle (α_{cone}≲10 mrad) help decrease the longitudinal energy flux and ablation of the entrance face of a capillary, but do not remove the requirements on the precision of laser-pulse focusing necessary to obtain regular laser fields, characterized by a symmetrical intensity distribution, centered on the capillary axis. To achieve regular laser fields without strong transverse gradients, the angle between the laser and capillary axes has to be smaller than 1 mrad for capillaries with an inner radius of the order of tens of microns.